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Abstract: Traffic density around the globe is increasing on a day-to-day basis, resulting in more
accidents, congestion, and pollution. The dynamic vehicular environment induces challenges in
designing an efficient and reliable protocol for communication. Timely delivery of safety and nonsafety messages is necessary for traffic congestion control and for avoiding road mishaps. For
efficient resource sharing and optimized channel utilization, the media access control (MAC) protocol
plays a vital role. An efficient MAC protocol design can provide fair channel access and can delay
constraint safety message dissemination, improving road safety. This paper reviews the applications,
characteristics, and challenges faced in the design of MAC protocols. A classification of the MAC
protocol is presented based on contention mechanisms and channel access. The classification based
on contention is oriented as contention-based, contention-free, and hybrid, whereas the classification
based on channel access is categorized as distributed, centralized, cluster-based, cooperative, tokenbased, and random access. These are further sub-classified as single-channel and multi-channel,
based on the type of channel resources they utilize. This paper gives an analysis of the objectives,
mechanisms, advantages/disadvantages, and simulators used in specified protocols. Finally, the
paper concludes with a discussion on the future scope and open challenges for improving the MAC
protocol design.
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In the last few decades, the number of vehicles has witnessed a surge in global
transportation systems. Vehicular communication is a pivotal component for intelligent
transportation system (ITS) and innovative city development. Rapid urbanization has led to
expansion in the utilization of vehicles for transportation, attracting researchers in vehicular
ad hoc networks (VANETs). VANETs uses a variety of communication technologies such as
short-range wireless LAN (WLAN) and cellular technologies such as long-term evaluation
(LTE) and voice over LTE (VoLTE) [1]. Since 1980, VANETs incorporating an ad hoc network
framework have grown rapidly, with vehicles interacting via wireless networks. Emerging
technologies such as 5G, 6G, cloud edge computing, and SDN have ameliorated VANET
communication with the timely delivery of safety and non-safety messages in the recent era.
VANETs have a highly dynamic topology with fast-moving nodes, attracting researchers due to rapid urbanization. The field has drawn the attention of scholars towards
research for a safer and more comfortable driving experience in the future. It consists of
both inter-vehicular Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and intra-vehicular Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
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(V2I) communication [2], where infrastructure is the electronic control units within the
vehicles. Two mechanisms of communication in an ITS are mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs) and VANETs [3]. There is no central administration or fixed infrastructure
in MANETs; nodes self-configure themselves and interact. Unlike MANETs, VANETs
follows predictable patterns along a road. Moreover, the processing and storage capacity
of VANETs is better than that of MANETs. VANETs have unique features such as high
mobility and the constraint of a dynamic road network topology, unpredictable network
size, and infrastructure support that differentiates it from MANETs. A basic model diagram of VANETs includes vehicles and other infrastructures communicating via V2V,
V2I, Road Side Units (RSUs), and Onboard Units (OBUs). These communications play a
vital role in the transportation system to improve traffic efficiency and safety. A schematic
representation of the communication is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. VANET architecture [1].

VANET applications are divided into categories such as life-critical applications, safety,
warning applications, e-toll collection, group communication, traffic management, and user
applications, as in [4]. Most papers have broadly classified VANET applications into two
categories: safety-based applications (handling real-time traffic and avoiding accidents) and
non-safety-based applications (infotainment services, parking availability, GPS tracking
of nearby places, etc.) [5,6]. The salient characteristics of VANETs include the dynamic
topology, unpredictable network size, high scalability, recurrent information exchange,
time-critical communication, wireless medium of communication, energy efficiency, and
real-time applications [7,8].
Intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) in smart cities have improved road safety
and minimized the risk of mishaps on the road. The use of DSRC [9] (IEEE 802.11p [10]),
WAVE (IEEE 1609 protocol stack [11]), and 5G LTE have regulated communication in
VANETs extensively. Different countries of the world have adopted dedicated frequency
bands for vehicular communication by ITS [12]. Based on the division of a spectrum, the
MAC protocols are divided into single-channel MAC and multi-channel MAC. The singlechannel MAC focuses on resource allocation whereas the multi-channel MAC deals with
collision avoidance and load balancing by providing multiple channel access mechanisms.
Some of the challenges tackled by MAC protocol design in VANETs are (1) the provision of low latency safety services and high throughput non-safety services, (2) the elimination of hidden/exposed terminal problems due to rapid mobility of nodes in VANETs and
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topology changes, (3)proper resource and bandwidth allocation in single-channel as well
as multi-channel for load balancing and better network throughput.
Various MAC protocols have been reviewed in the past based on different criteria.
The authors in [13] reviewed multi-channel MAC protocols in VANETs, with the design of
an adaptive MAC protocol to handle topology changes by adjusting the control channel
based on a Markov model. In [10], TDMA-based MAC protocols were studied, protocols
were classified based on topology, and a comparative analysis along with the advantages
of using contention-free access mechanism were provided. In [14], the authors assessed
foreground multi-layer challenges for better performing VANETs, with a focus on different
layers, and proposed solutions along with the limitations and future work.
1.1. Paper Contribution
Researchers have expressed considerable interest in vehicular networks, their applications (safety and non-safety), traffic conditions, network topology, protocols, and enhanced
network performance. This survey provides the latest update on applications, standards,
and MAC protocols for efficient vehicular communication. The state-of-the-art covers
the essential aspects of vehicular communications, including architecture, applications,
challenges, vehicular networks, standards in different countries, and classification of MAC
protocol based on the channel access mechanism. To the best of our knowledge, this
survey is the first of its kind to classify MAC protocols based on channel access mechanisms, including the latest protocols. Apart from the classification, the paper presents
the details of ITS standard deployments in different regions, followed by a detailed explanation and implementation of the latest-generation technologies (C-V2X, 5G, and SDN).
The article commences from a clear description of vehicular communication, architectural
overview, objectives, and the state-of-the-art and concludes with the future scope and
research directions.
1.2. Paper Organization
This paper represents a comprehensive study on MAC protocols in VANETs, the
challenges, and issues related to the design of an efficient MAC protocol. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of DSRC and
cellular technology for vehicular networks. Section 3 introduces some of the traditional
MAC protocols along with their pros and cons. Section 4 represents studies on various
recently proposed MAC protocols based on their objectives, mechanisms, advantages, and
disadvantages. Section 5 discusses the future scope and challenges for designing a MAC
protocol. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.
2. Vehicular Networks
This section presents DSRC-based networks, their usage and challenges, WAVE architecture, and frequency range standards for vehicular communication of countries such as
Europe, Korea, China and Japan. This section also illustrates cellular networks for vehicular
communication, including LTE, C-V2X, and 5G.
2.1. DSRC-Based Networks
Standard organizations have allocated different frequency bands to different regions
for efficient VANETs communication. This frequency spectrum allocation provides multichannel capabilities with minimal collision and congestion during transmission. In the US,
the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) allocated 75 MHz bandwidth for DSRC in
the frequency band of 5.9 GHz [15]. Similarly, in Europe, the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) provides vehicular communication for V2V and V2I with an
allotted range of 50 MHz bandwidth in the frequency band of 5.855 to 5.905 GHz.
On the other hand, China has been provided by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) with a dedicated 20 MHz and bandwidth range in 5.905–5.925 GHz.
In Korea, the Ministry of Science and Information and Communications Technology
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(MSIT) allocates a frequency band of 10 MHz for V2I communication with a bandwidth of
5.895–5.905 MHz for CCH and SCH. For Japan, the Association of Radio Industries and
Businesses (ARIB) is the organization that allocated 80 MHz as the frequency for DSRC,
with bandwidths of 5.770–5.850 GHz and 755.5–764.5 MHz [16].
The WAVE architecture has seven channel divisions, each with 10 MHz, and 5 MHz
is kept aside for future use as backup [17]. One of these channel divisions is reserved
for safety applications through control channels (CCH), and the rest are for safety and
non-safety applications through service channels (SCHs). The transceivers sense these fixed
channels for multi-channel access at the same time interval without collision. Orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is used in the WAVE standard for interference
avoidance during transmission [18], with data rates of 6–27 Mbps. The ITS-G5 standard
uses 2 amplitude-shift keying (2ASK) or 2 phase-shift keying (2PSK), with data rates of
6–12 Mbps; quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) supports data rates of 1–4 Mbps. These
are some of the modulation techniques used for vehicular communications. Vehicle-toeverything (V2X) communication with LTE and 5G has been adopted along with QPSK [19],
which provides a high data rate for better transmission efficiency compared with OFDMA
and 2ASK. Table 1 summarizes these standards.
Table 1. Vehicular communication standards.
Country

Standards

Frequency Range (GHz)

Data Rates (Mbps)

Modulation

US

WAVE

5.80–5.925

6–27

OFDM

Europe

ITS/G5

5.85–5.905

6–12

2ASK/2PSK

China

C-V2X

5.905–5.925

100

QPSK/16QAM/64QAM/256QAM

Japan

STD/T75

5.770–5.880

1, 4

2ASK/QPSK

Korea

DSRC

5.895–5.905

9, 12, 18, 24, 27

QPSK/BPSK/2ASK

In IEEE 802.11 [20], the distributed coordination function (DCF) deals with medium
access based on CSMA with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). Here, the device first listens
to the network channel before transmitting for collision avoidance. In IEEE 802.11, the main
focus is on RTS/CTS/ACK mode of packet exchange to access the medium. A network
allocation vector (NAV) is set according to the transmission duration indicated by RTS.
However, CSMA/CA is not suitable for real-time scenarios due to its inherent channel
access delay. The vehicular networks incorporates dedicated short-range communication
(DSRC) for enriching the driver’s comfort and safety. Wireless access in vehicular environment (WAVE) [21] defines the IEEE 802.11p for MAC layer implementation in VANETs.
The DSRC documents the physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers of the
WAVE stack [22]. To achieve quality of service (QoS), the WAVE stack of IEEE 802.11p
for a MAC protocol incorporates an enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) mechanism [23]. The messages are divided into four types based on access priority, as access
category AC[0]∼AC[3] with separate contention windows and frames set for each category.
2.2. Cellular-Based Networks
The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) introduced cellular-V2X (C-V2X) in
Release 14 [24]. The use cases of the ITS spectrum in various countries per government
standardization is presented in [25,26]. A simulation model of the Third Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 14 Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything (C-V2X) sidelink,
upon which 5G New Radio mode 2 was based, is presented in [27]. To support V2X
communications, C-V2X Mode 4 modifies the PHY and MAC layers of the LTE sidelink [28].
In high mobility situations, LTE’s PHY layer is designed to improve performance. The
sensing-based semi-persistent scheduling (SB-SPS) mechanism is implemented at the MAC
layer to autonomously select vehicle resources.
In [29], to support beacon broadcasting over V2V networks, a distributed network coding MAC protocol (NC-MAC) is proposed. By combining re-transmission, network coding,
and preamble-based feedback mechanisms, reliability is improved. In various situations,
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including highway and urban, simulations demonstrate the performance gains obtained
from the NC-MAC protocol compared with the 5G cellular vehicle-to-everything (C–V2X)
MAC protocol. The DSRC protocol uses a random back-off scheme to propagate data
between MAC and PHY, which causes the inter-layer data propagation delay. However, it
remains within microseconds. Rate control is therefore directly proportional to end-to-end
latency. The C-V2X MAC, however, can introduce a time offset (on average 50 ms) when
translating a packet because of semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) operations [30].
As a part of the C-V2X communication, other technologies such as radar, cameras, and
in-vehicle sensors support services such as semi-autonomous driving, autonomous driving,
and assisted driving in these vehicles. In addition to better coverage and lower deployment
costs, V2X services can be run on a dedicated network using the 5G public network,
which offers high QoS features with its flexible network design, including ultra-fast data
throughput and ultra low latency [31].
Release 14 of C-V2X released in March 2017 included the first version of the tool. The
automotive vertical needs were addressed by a specification called LTE-V2X, which was
created in conjunction with the development of the 4G LTE system. As a part of the LTE
V2X revisions since Release 15, the 3GPP has begun looking at the 5G specification for
5G-V2X. NR V2X specifications defining the sidelink, which are integrated with the 5G-V2X
specifications defined in Release 16, in June 2020. The sidelink 5G-V2X standard will be
improved in Release 17, which is still undergoing testing and is scheduled for release in
2022 [32].
The framework of 5G is based on the fourth-generation LTE mobile standard. Unlike
4G signals, 5G signals are transferred over short distances through a plethora of small,
low-power base stations that can be located on light holes or rooftops. This is the primary
difference between 5G and 4G signals. Since the new 5G mobile generation uses the lowfrequency spectrum to transmit signals, the mobile network structure was built via radio
operators. With 5G, signal transmission is virtually unaffected by the weather, building
obstructions, or distance. The previous generation of wireless communications worked in a
low-frequency spectrum band, so millimeter-waves [33] have to deal with interference and
distance challenges that were not present during the last era. Wireless communications
over 5G will be highly reliable, with ultra-low latency and very high throughput. For
future and existing applications, 5G is expected to support a large number of wireless
connections. Proximity service (ProSe) [34], a critical feature in 5G, allows for awareness
of nearby devices and remote services and is provided through D2D communications. It
also provides data management services for cloud computing, software-defined networks
(SDN). The 3GPP has built a backward and forward compatible 5G standard using current
LTE technologies [35] and will soon reveal new air interfaces for 5G technology. In [36],
the authors discuss the new radio access technologies for connected and autonomous
vehicles, such as visible light communication (VLC), millimeter wave (mmWave), C-V2X,
and 5G, along with the challenges and opportunities. The new directions in research
related to seamless connectivity, edge, fog, SDN, and security are also focused. An in-depth
survey and comparison of vehicular MAC routing protocols was conducted in [37]. It
addressed routing protocols with a cross-layer approach with MAC for VANETs. The
MAC-aware routing solutions were classified as contention-free and contention-based. It
provided a fully standardized, cross-layer communication model that is fully compliant
with the existing vehicular service and application layers and messaging sets established
by automotive and standards communities.
3. MAC Classification in VANETs Based on Contention Mechanism
Traditional classification of the MAC protocol in the literature [38,39] includes contentionbased, contention-free, and hybrid protocols. Similarly, in this section, we studied some
traditional MAC protocols in VANETs and classified them as contention-based, contentionfree, and hybrid. This section ended by stating some of the recent advancement in vehicular
communication, giving future directions.
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Contention-based protocols: Commonly referred to as “listen before talk”. The nodes
perceive the channel first; if it is free, it transmits. The system contends for channel access;
the node that wins transmits through the channel. It is primarily used in a sparse network
scenario so that the bandwidth can be utilized efficiently. These types of protocols cannot
be used in real-time applications due to the time-bound and reduced throughput caused by
collision. IEEE 802.11p and CSMA-based protocols are examples of this type of protocol.
Contention-free protocols: The nodes need not compete to gain channel access, and
the time period of transmission in the channel is pre-allocated. Collision is avoided during
data transmission in the channel. The transmission frames are divided into slots, and the
nodes are synchronized for channel access. Although this type of protocol provides quality
of service (QoS), it suffers from improper bandwidth utilization due to explicit time slot
allocation. The main challenge is the proper allocation of channel resources among nodes.
TDMA, FDMA, and SDMA are examples of this type of protocol.
Hybrid protocols: It merges the advantages of the contention-free and contentionbased protocols to achieve QoS and to enhance network performance. It is primarily
applicable for safety applications as there are minor delays and improved throughput.
CSMA with TDMA [40], Token-Ring passing, and clustering-based protocols are some
examples of this type of protocol.
ALOHA is one of the introductory MAC protocols [41] for radio packet networks.
In ALOHA, there is throughput reduction for which S-ALOHA slotted ALOHA [42] was
proposed, which splits the medium into various time slots and strives to transmit at the
beginning of the time slot.
Multiple access with collision avoidance (MACA) [43] was proposed to overcome the
hidden terminal problem using the handshaking method via RTS/CTS communication.
The MACA for wireless (MACAW) [44] adds functionality to MACA to make it more robust
when it comes to detecting collisions in WLAN data transmission. It requires nodes to send
acknowledgements after every successful frame transmission. Similarly, BTMA [45] was
proposed to overcome the hidden node problem by splitting the channel into data channels
and a control channel. MC-MAC [46] uses two codes, one for control packet transmission
and the other for data packet transmission.
ADHOC-MAC [47] uses a slotted frame and dynamic TDMA mechanism;
R-ALOHA [48] was designed for dynamic TDMA in a distributed way. The reliable
R-Aloha (RR-Aloha) [49] architecture was designed similar to ADHOC-MAC, which uses
distributed MAC and UTRA-DD (UMTS terrestrial radio access time division duplex) for
physical channel access with the single-hop broadcast. Directional antenna-based MAC [50]
is yet another development in past years that uses the GPS of the terminals and restricts
transmissions to a geographical area.
WAVE (802.11p) [51] mechanisms have no predetermined schedule, and channel
access is random for vehicles, resulting in transmission collisions in a dense network
scenario. 802.11p uses CSMA/CA; safety-critical applications cannot be guaranteed QoS
due to its contention-based nature. Contention-based MAC protocols are designed to
increase scalability under heavy loads by considering parameters such as the physical
carrier sense threshold, contention window, and the transmission power control. WAVE
employs the use of GPS to synchronize DSRC radios installed on all vehicles. Sync intervals
(SIs) typically consist of CCH intervals (CCHIs) and SCH intervals (SCHIs), separated by
guard intervals. Adaptive collision-free MAC (ACFM) [52] is a TDMA contention-based
protocol with dynamic slot allocation. In ACFM protocols, unused slots are avoided during
sparse traffic, and additional spaces are allocated in dense traffic.
The VeMAC [53] protocol supports multi-hop broadcasts and one-hop broadcasts
on the control channel while reducing collisions caused by node mobility on the access
channel. Vehicles moving the opposite way are assigned disjoint time slots and roadside
units to reduce collisions during merging. Two transceivers are used per node, tuned to the
control and service channels, and synced by the GPS signal. The VeSOMAC protocol [54] is
a self-organizing, DSRC-based MAC protocol used in multimedia applications. The TDMA
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slot information is exchanged in-band during distributed MAC scheduling. In highway
scenarios, this enables fast reconfiguration of TDMA slots without depending on roadside
infrastructure. VeSOMAC operates both synchronously and asynchronously. Through
cooperative TDMA MACs [55], non-safety applications can achieve greater throughput.
This protocol overcomes problems associated with poor channel conditions, which lead to
transmission failures. If a packet fails to be transmitted, the neighboring nodes call helper
nodes to relay the packet in a time slot. It is important to note that the helper nodes use
the available time slots, which may lead to access collisions between the vehicles and the
helper nodes. An enhancement of ADHOC MAC, the adaptive real-time distributed MAC
(A-ADHOC) [56] protocol, intends for real-time application in large-scale wireless vehicle
networks that provide adaptive frame lengths. Both the channel resource utilization and
response time of A-ADHOC were better than those of ADHOC MAC, and A-ADHOC
avoided network failure regardless of traffic density.
Some of the hybrid protocols (TDMA + CSMA/CA) include HER-MAC (hybrid efficient and reliable MAC), TDMA/CSMA MAC (HTC MAC), SOFT-MAC (space orthogonal
frequency–time MAC), and DMMAC (dedicated multi-channel MAC with adaptive broadcasting). The SDMA, OFDMA, TDMA, and CSMA techniques were incorporated into
SOFT-MAC [57], with GPS to locate sub-carriers shared between vehicles belonging to that
particular cell. The HER MAC [58] is a multi-channel MAC with adaptive broadcasting.
Every vehicle in the CCH transmits safety/alert messages using a half-duplex transceiver
without colliding with another vehicle. HTC MAC [59] alleviates the collision and enhances the throughput of HER MAC by broadcasting the announcement packet (ANC) and
reservation period (RP). DMMAC [60] is also a dedicated multi-channel MAC with access
time split into intervals (CCHI and SCHI), again split as contention-based reservation
period (CRP) and adaptive broadcast frame (ABF).
This discussion presents some of the traditional MAC protocols classified based
on contention mechanism as contention-based, contention-free, and hybrid presented in
Figure 2. Furthermore, the next section provides a brief classification of contemporary
MAC protocols in vehicular communication.
A summary of different MAC protocols is shown in Table 2.

Figure 2. Classification of MAC protocols based on the contention mechanism.
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Table 2. Summary of traditional MAC protocols.
Protocols

Mechanism

Objective

Disadvantages

ALOHA [41]

TDMA based

Collision avoidance

Throughput reduction

S-AlOHA [42]

TDMA and CSMA sense the
channel before transmission, and
CSMA/CD used for collision
detection

Collision avoidance and improved
throughput

Unable to avoid collision in
high-density scenarios and cannot
handle hidden and exposed
terminal problems

MACA [43],
MACAW [44]

Handshake method by RTS/CTS
and ACK

Overcomes hidden terminal
problem

Performance degradation in dense
scenarios

IEEE 802.11p [51]

DCF, CSMA/CA, WAVE, and
DSRC-based

Reliable, adapted to frequent
changing VANET environments,
and alleviates collision

Applicable to minimal distances,
and no focus on hidden and
exposed terminal problems

ADHOCMAC [47]

Dynamic TDMA
based-distributed protocol

Contention-free access, and
multi-hop and one-hop broadcast
with QoS

Transmission overhead, inefficient
real-time traffic control, and
transmission delay

ACFM [52]

TDMA, and dynamic slot
assignment

Alleviate collision

Lacks real-time control, and QoS
degrades in dynamic scenarios

VeMAC [53]

TDMA based, and one-hop and
multi-hop broadcasts

Handles hidden/exposed
terminals

Delays due to broadcast storms

VeSOMAC [54]

TDMA-based distributed
scheduling

Improved throughput in highway
scenarios

Channel utilization is inefficient in
high densities

CAH MAC [55]

Distributed TDMA

Enhanced throughput (non-safety
application)

Access collision problem

A-ADHOC [56]

Adaptive frame length

Proper channel utilization and
real-time application

Less throughput due to overhead

HER MAC [58]

Multi-channel access and
adaptive broadcasting

Channel split and three-way
handshake

Collision problems and delay

HTC MAC [59]

Hybrid TDMA/CSMA
multi-channel

Overcome collision

Hidden/exposed terminal
problems and communication
overhead

SOFT MAC [57]

SDMA, OFDMA, TDMA, and
CSMA mechanisms

Proper channel and resource
allocation

Highly complex with overheads

DM MAC [60]

Dedicated multi-channel,
co-ordinated adaptive broadcast

Proper broadcasting and
throughput maximization

Performance degradation in
changing topologies due to
random slot assignment

In recent years, MAC protocols with dynamic interval schemes [61] have been proposed for the optimization of channel control intervals. A MAC protocol for dynamic
adaptation due to changing VANETs topology is a challenge as the static service channel
and the control channel cannot adapt to the versatile VANETs environment. Protocols
designed with a dynamic interval scheme provide maximized performance with less
end-to-end delay and minimized collision.
Clustering is a prime concept in VANETs for efficient group communication. Some
VANETs integrates machine learning and fuzzy logic algorithms to stabilize and make
clusters more efficient. The clustering algorithms are classified into three broad categories:
intelligence-based strategies (machine learning algorithms, fuzzy logic algorithms, and
hybrid algorithms), mobility-based strategies (NEMO algorithm and mobility algorithm),
and multi-hop-based strategies (2-hop algorithms and 2+-hop algorithms) [62]. Some other
clustering-based algorithms are proposed in [63,64].
The SDN-based network is one of the technologies used recently in most fields for
reliable and efficient communication; it splits the control plane from the data plane by
providing centralized access to network resources. Reference [65] presents a concise layer
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structure of VANETs along with an SDN controller. The application of SDN-VANETs on
various parameters in IoT and wireless communication is presented. The open challenges
and research directions faced by the latest work, including VANET integration with SDN;
the recent and emerging technologies; as well as the use cases are demonstrated in [66].
With the new standards described in Section 2, it is possible to transition from “legacy”
IEEE 802.11p systems smoothly. By implementing the same frequency channel worldwide,
IEEE 802.11bd takes advantage of existing deployments and infrastructure without interfering with current ITS applications. IEEE 802.11bd achieves interoperability through
a compatible waveform structure. In addition, it employs a well-known channel access
mechanism, “listen-before-talk” (carrier sensing) as asynchronous and non-persistent V2X
network communication is substantially more flexible in size and transmission rate than
conventional V2X networks [67]. The IEEE 802.11bd Next Generation V2X Study Group
was formed in March 2018 to minimize the performance gap between DSRC and C-V2X, to
support additional modes of operation, and to increase throughput [68].
4. Classification of MAC Protocols Based on Channel
This section presents the classification of MAC protocols in VANETs; oriented as
distributed, centralized, cooperative, cluster-based, virtual token, and random selection
based and further sub-divided as multi-channel and single-channel. The classified MAC
protocols based on channel access mechanisms are depicted in Figure 3 and discussed.

Figure 3. Classification of MAC protocols.

4.1. Distributed Single-Channel MAC Protocols
There is no centralized assistant for channel access. In a single-channel MAC, the
access channel is not divided, so there can be interference chances. These are basically
designed to resolve challenges related to packet allocation and resource allocation based
on TDMA, CDMA, and SDMA. The main focus is on TDMA- and SDMA-based time-slot
allocations and contention-based parameters for improving network throughput from that
of IEEE 802.11p. To adapt to VANETs’ dynamic change in topology, distributed MAC
protocols are designed to minimize communication overhead.
4.1.1. eRTS-SA
The request transmission split-slotted ALOHA-based MAC protocol provides fair
channel access with high throughput and interference avoidance using a GPS-embedded
micro-cell unit.
Every vehicle reports their location information to micro base stations (mBS) by GPS,
and MEC is used in the contention access phase to provide cloud capabilities. The road
between mBS is divided into the segment and allocated with segment number to detect
location information to reduce overheads. The vehicles are arranged for time slot allocation
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in increasing order of their segment number. To minimize channel interference, the same
segment number is allocated to vehicles geographically apart. The methodology includes
dividing the frame into three phases: contention access phase (CAP), broadcast feedback
phase (BFP), and contention-free phase (CFP). In CAP, the vehicles send a request signal
to RSUs. After the signal is received by RSU, successive interference cancellation (SIC)
is implemented; then, the vehicle occupies the time slots to enable transmission without
interference. To prevent interference, the BFP is divided into two divisions assigned to
adjacent mBSs. The mBS are equipped with the MEC server to serve vehicles within their
micro-cells, and vehicles move in a bi-directional highway with no “on-and-off-ramp” [69].
The physical interference model based on signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) is calculated to keep track of successful transmission. Vehicles and mBSs are
time-synchronized; the time-slot allocation mechanism avoids the hidden terminal problem. This protocol is better in throughput (4.8 percent lower than the theoretical maximum
throughput) and transmission efficiency. The protocol does not prioritize safety-based
applications or non-safety-based applications, energy efficiency is not analyzed, and the
scalability issue is not addressed.
4.1.2. PTMAC
This protocol is used for collision prediction and collision reduction effectively in
two-way traffic as well as in four-way intersections. The protocol revolves around three
steps: potential collision detection, potential collision prediction, and potential collision
elimination. Potential collision is detected based on slot information; the prediction of
collisions in the future is based on traffic and vehicle information conditions. The potential
collision can be eliminated by rescheduling the slots (mostly tackling encounter collision).
Every node broadcasts its information, including location, slot reserved, speed, and direction. The frame information (FI) contains information about its one-hop neighbor nodes
and itself. The new joining node has to listen to the channel before contending for slot
allocation. Potential collision detection in same and opposite directions is depicted in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Potential collision detection: (a) same direction; (b) opposite direction [70].

In potential collision detection, every node checks whether the same slot is occupied
by any of its one-hop or two-hop neighbors. The intermediate nodes contain slot reservation information and detects potential collision between the two one-hop neighbors.
After detecting potential collisions, the nodes that collide are allocated different slots and
broadcast messages to their one-hop neighbor.
There is no slot partitioning; thus, unbalanced traffic density has no impact on the
performance. PTMAC effectively handles access collision as well as contention collision.
However, network overhead and power consumption need to be studied more.
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4.1.3. I-MAC
Improved MAC (I-MAC) avoids collision in high-density VANET scenarios via proper
channel access. It reduces the loss of messages due to efficient channel utilization. It
employs a dynamic TDMA-based mechanism with CSMA. An initial broadcast table (IBT)
containing the vehicle’s MAC address is created before sending data. Due to the possibility
of more than one vehicle sending to IBT simultaneously, causing a collision, the nodes sense
the channel before sending to IBT. A collision may even occur if nodes start transmitting
as soon as it senses an idle channel; therefore, I-MAC uses dynamic inter-frame spacing
(DIFS), which means nodes wait for a random time before transmitting through an idle
channel to provide fair channel access.
The protocol avoids merging collision and access collision, thus improving the channel’s performance and the reliability of data transmission. There is much communication
overheads, and the hidden node problem analysis needs further investigation.
4.1.4. SOMMAC
A self-organizing multi-channel protocol was proposed for rapid handover in the network without disconnecting and maintaining the performance level of the network. It aimed
to alleviate access to collisions, to improve the packet delivery rate, and to minimize delay.
It uses DSRC for multi-channel transmission in two-way traffic. The vehicles listen
to channels to verify whether there is a message from the scheduling channel (SCCH). If
no message is found, the vehicle waits and sends a joining request from the contentionbased sub channel (CBCH) by CSMA. The RSU that controls the network frequently sends
RSU heart-beat packets (RSUHB) from SCCH to let other vehicles know that the vehicles
receiving data packets are near the RSU, thus avoiding collision. Upon accepting a channel
request packet (CRP) from CBCH, the RSU assigns a service channel based on the direction
of the vehicle. It assigns time slots to vehicles based on vehicle direction. RSU consists of a
vehicle channel information table, which holds the vehicle’s information. A configuration
packet is prepared consisting of channel information and sent to the destination.
As soon as a vehicle receives a configuration packet (CP) belonging to itself, it fixes
the channel assigned for transmission and releases all other channel and time slots. The
vehicle is then added to the network and sends vehicle heart-beat (VHB) packets from the
heart-beat channel (HBCH) based on its direction. Upon receiving VHB, the RSU checks
the vehicle information table; if the vehicle is present, then it checks the time period in
which the vehicle should be present in the network. After the vehicle drops this time, it is
removed from the network so that other vehicles can assign themselves to the released time
slot. The dynamic channel assignment method is used to improve efficiency and fairness in
accessing the channel based on TDMA, with a better packet delivery ratio and minimized
latency.The main challenge includes power consumption and handling multi-directional
scenarios with minimized communication overhead.
4.1.5. AVeMAC
Adaptive vehicular MAC is proposed to adaptively vary the channel condition and to
handle unbalanced traffic in the opposite direction in a two-way intersection road scenario.
It also eliminates merging collision and access collision and improves channel utilization.
AVeMAC is an enhanced VeMAC [53], which is a TDMA-based protocol supporting one
control channel and several service channels.
The frames in the control channel are partitioned into disjoint sets of time slots
analogous to moving vehicles in the left or right directions [71]. The partitioning of the
channel is not fixed as in VeMAC; rather, it varies adaptively to the traffic condition. Here,
vehicles cannot use the time slots occupied by vehicles one-hop or two-hop away but
can use the slots occupied by at least three-hop neighbors. Before adapting to timeslot
partitioning, vehicles need to listen to the channel for N successive time slots to obtain
information about a set of one-hop and two-hop neighbors. Then, the set of timeslots
available for allocation can be determined so that the vehicle can randomly select a time
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slot to be allocated for further transmission. It then checks whether the reservation of
that slot is successful by listening to the channel for the next N-1 slots. Suppose that the
reservation is found to be unsuccessful. In that case, it is estimated that some other vehicle
in a two-hop neighbor attempts to reserve that slot, so the vehicle tries to reserve a new
slot, thus avoiding access collision. The vehicle continues to access the same time slot until
a merging collision occurs detected based on frame information (FI) messages.
The protocol improves channel utilization. However, it does not consider the hidden
terminal problem. QoS matrices such as reliability, packet delivery ratio, and network
throughput are also not analyzed.
4.1.6. MAP
Medium access for PLNC is a contention-free MAC protocol used to provide quick
and reliable data transmission in VANETs. It addresses two fundamental problems: collision due to hidden terminals in CSMA/CA-based networks and handling excess control
messages in dense TDMA-based network scenarios. It is a decentralized location-based
scheme, where the network is divided into sub-zones of equal length. Vehicles incorporate
CSMA/CA schemes to access the channel; the successful node transmits and is called the
intra-zone relay node [72]. The transmission occurs in two phases: the access phase, when
nodes transmit packets to relay nodes, and the broadcast phase, where the relay forwards
the network-coded packet. MAP handles the hidden terminal problem by priority-based
indexing [73]. To prevent dissemination delays, a session order prioritization scheme is
implemented. It provides reliable and faster transmission.
There is a possibility of merging collision as this protocol only handles access collision;
delay, Packet Delivery Ratio, and network throughput are not analyzed. The network
model presented is based only on a 1D network.
4.1.7. NA MAC
A novel neighbor association-based MAC is designed for reliable broadcast. The
protocol is based on TDMA with the CSMA approach for disseminating basic safety
messages (BSM), providing a short time for each slot. Duplicate slots allocated are avoided
by the implementation of communication via a three-way handshake. The frame structure
of NA MAC for collision avoidance is depicted in Figure 5. TDMA-based broadcast is
provided by V2V and V2I communication. The protocol alleviated collision and hiddenterminal problems, providing reliable communication with less overhead and a good
packet reception ratio. It also minimizes the latency of safety message transmission.

Figure 5. Frame structure of NA MAC for collision avoidance [74].

This protocol’s shortcoming is that it does not emphasize non-safety message transmission; single-channel access leads to improper resource utilization when considering both
safety and non-safety messages. A broadcast storm problem causes performance degradation.
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4.2. Distributed Multi-Transceiver MAC Protocols
It is capable of longer distance communications with less cost as the transmitter and
receiver run on parallel interfaces and use the same components. It basically incorporates a
cooperative mechanism of transmission.
OCT MAC
The optical CDMA with TDMA is a visible light communication (VLC)-based protocol
designed for V2V communication [75]. The vehicle transmits information via optimal
orthogonal codes (OOCs) to improve throughput; the nodes send and receive signals with
optical CDMA [76]. Two photo-detectors are deployed at the front and rear of the vehicle
at their centres and four next to each of the headlights and taillights. GPS is used with
1PPS to know the location of the vehicle and to obtain proper time synchronization. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is estimated to find whether two vehicles are present in each
other’s communication range. A collision during transmission is finite due to the fixed
time slot allocation.
The OCT MAC enhances the network throughput and minimizes the average access
delay. The main demerit of this protocol is that the mobility and dynamic characteristics of
VANETs are not analyzed.
4.3. Distributed Multi-Channel MAC Protocols
In multi-channel-based distributed MAC protocols, the access channel is divided into
one CCH and several SCHs. The protocol mostly focuses on TDMA for the synchronous
transmission and CSMA/CA for the asynchronous transmission. As the channel is divided,
there is prioritization for safety and non-safety messages; thus, latency in terms of safety
messages can be minimized.
4.3.1. AHT MAC
An adaptive high-throughput MAC protocol was designed for resource reservation
and sharing, adapting to rapid node density changes. AHT MAC follows the CCH and
SCH mechanisms siimilar to IEEE 802.11p. Each node is equipped with GPS for proper time
synchronization to avoid collision during transmission. Two ranges are included in this
protocol for efficient transmission, i.e., transmission range (TR) and interference range (IR).
The nodes transmit in their TR only, and IR is present to detect interference when nodes
transmit in their TR and avoid it. Distributed TDMA is used for the periodic broadcast of
information such as node ID, location, and velocity of nodes. As in IEEE 1604.9, the SCH is
divided into SCH intervals (SCHIs) consisting of payload intervals and guard intervals;
furthermore, the PI is divided into service resource blocks (SRBs) as depicted in Figure 6.
SRB management eliminates the hidden terminal and exposed terminal problem.

Figure 6. SCH intervals [77].

SRBs are fully utilized, and the nodes show high performance by transmitting and
receiving even when the density is increased. The handshake process in DTR/DTA is
secured by a request conflict resolution mechanism [77]. The protocol has less contention
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time and, thus, improves throughput and minimizes delay. The demerit of this protocol is
the broadcast overhead due to DTR/DTS in dense and large networks with packet loss.
4.3.2. SCMAC
The slotted contention-based MAC protocol addresses two types of collision. First,
one occurs due to nodes not being present in close proximity, and the other is due to hidden
terminals. The first is overcome by the back-off scheme of IEEE 802.11p, and the latter is
overcome by TDMA. Here, the time slot is divided into two periods, i.e., TP (transmission
period) and RP (reception period). During the TP, a node broadcast packet is needed to
transmit, whereas the channel is reserved in the RP. If there is a reservation failure, the
node does not transmit the packet in the TP but dedicates another time slot for further
transmission. In SCMAC, black burst-based slot reservation is used to jam signals, thus
allowing only one node to broadcast the message at a particular TP. The hidden terminal
problem is overcome by utilizing spatio-temporal co-ordination (STC). The road is divided
into four segments with fixed lengths, and different slots are assigned to the segments.
SCMAC outperforms other back-off schemes in terms of packet delivery ratio. The use
of STC is suitable for highway scenarios but not for rapid topological changes in VANET,
as it is difficult to divide the road into segments as in STC. Thus, there is some transmission
delay and performance degradation even if interference is avoided.
4.3.3. TCG MAC
The TDMA-based MAC with the collision alleviation protocol combines TDMA plus
CSMA-based MAC for collision mitigation. The methodology of game theory is implemented when more nodes acquire the same slot as in the CSMA period for efficient slot
allocation. This reduces access collision. Vehicles are equipped with GPS to know the
position and direction. Synchronization among vehicles is performed by the 1PPS signal
administered by a GPS receiver.
The nodes are divided into the direct neighbor set (DNS) belonging to a one-hop
neighbor of the transmitting node and the indirect neighbor set (INS), those not a direct
neighbor but within the communication range and other nodes that are not in the transmission range. Upon broadcasting the packet, the vehicle ID and slot reservation information
of each node belonging to DNS are attached to the header; this enables the nodes to know
the slot allocation information of its two-hop neighbors. The nodes update their neighbor
set based on information from the DNS. Only collision nodes send reservation messages in
CP when they hold a TP slot, and each node must acquire exactly a single-time slot in TP to
broadcast messages. The transmission ranges of R and 2R are broadcast by nodes in TP and
CP, respectively, as depicted in Figure 7. For all relative neighbor set (RNS) nodes to receive
the slot reservation message transmitted by CP, it must have a longer transmission range.
The strategy of game theory alleviates collision; this protocol shows high throughput with
proper allocation of slots in different channel conditions. There is high power consumption
due to the use of transmitters and receivers. There is high network overhead due to the
game theory approach.
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Figure 7. Mechanism of TCG MAC [78].

4.3.4. CaSSaM
The author in [79] proposed a context-oriented information-based system. It is a
dissemination-based protocol that works in a decentralized environment. This protocol considers the channel busy ratio (CBR), collision, number of neighbors, speed, and
inter-vehicular distance. The CaSSaM system decides which parameter is adjusted for
performance enhancement. The slotted 1-persistence protocol is used for the dissemination
mechanism. When a node receives a packet for the first time, a time slot is allocated to the
node and the node is then re-broadcasted with a probability of 1; for re-broadcast, priority
is given to the farther node.
It is mostly used for guaranteed safety applications with reduced delay and enhanced
throughput. The power consumption of nodes is not analyzed; the protocol has a decentralized approach, and performance can be improved by implementing a centralized approach
or by a combination of both.
4.3.5. Contention-Based Learning MAC Protocol
The primary objective is to increase the network scalability, to reduce the bandwidth
usage, and to minimize packet collision in a dense topology. The machine learning-based
reinforcement learning (RL) [80] technique is used. A self-based Q-learning technique,
suitably used based on RL, improves performance by controlling contention in the network.
The distributed coordination function of the IEEE 802.11p standard is used with the
CSMA/CA mechanism for both unicast and broadcast. The back-off mechanism is used to
check whether more than one node accesses a channel at the same time. Q-learning [81]
and a Markov-decision process are used to avoid packet collision using an optimized CW
based on binary feedback.
The protocol minimizes latency, improves the packet delivery ratio and throughput of the network. There is performance degradation due to a high-mobility, dynamic
environment. The fairness in transmission and latency still need be improved.
4.3.6. ABC MAC
The adaptive beacon control protocol is proposed to avoid collision at the rear ends
due to congestion. The authors proposed an adaptive beacon rate scheme based on rear end
collision, considering the kinematics status of adjacent vehicles and considering a danger
co-efficient ρ. Based on the bandwidth requirement and channel capacity, a distributed
beacon rate adaptive (DBRA) problem is formulated. A vehicle bearing high ρ estimates is
assigned high beacon rate to avoid collision. During congestion, the vehicle adopts a greedy
algorithm to solve the DBRA problem and TDMA-based broadcasting is conducted for
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neighboring vehicles. The protocol works in three basic steps: (i) detection of congestion,
(ii) adaptation to distributed beacon rates, and (iii) broadcasting the adapting result to
other vehicles.
The protocol guaranteed high performance in dynamic traffic scenario alleviates
collision and provides an efficient transmission ratio. QoS in terms of throughput can still
be improved. However, it does not emphasis non-safety messages. The off-road collision,
real-time traffic management is not analyzed.
4.3.7. MoMAC
The mobility-aware MAC protocol was proposed to achieve collision-free transmission
and to enhance the message delivery and reception rates of safety applications. It handles
the hidden terminal problem. TDMA-based slot partitioning is used; vehicles use GPS
to synchronize and use the same slot until collision is detected. Different time slots are
selected by vehicles within the same OHS. To resolve the hidden terminal problem, vehicles
in the same THS should choose different communication time-slots. During a THS, the
hidden terminal problem can occur when two vehicles, located in the two OHSs, cannot
hear each other and decide to send messages simultaneously. For instance, in Figure 8,
vehicle A wishes to transmit a message to vehicle B, and vehicle C wishes to transmit a
message to vehicle D at the same time. Vehicle C does not realize that vehicle A has already
started transmitting because it is not within its communication range, which results in
a collision with vehicle B. Since there is no RTS/CTS mechanism, each vehicle should
collect and broadcast information about all other vehicles occupying time slots from onehop neighbors to the other THS, so there is no hidden terminal problem. The protocol is
implemented in a multi-lane road segment where the segment is divided into time slots.
The collision detection scheme and distributed slot access are employed to eliminate hidden
terminal problem [82].

Figure 8. Illustration of hidden terminals [82].

The protocol aims to minimize delays in access to and delivery of packets. The
communication is decentralized, not RSU centric. Therefore, current traffic detection is not
easy and cannot handle dynamic traffic scenarios.
4.3.8. CF MAC
The main objective of the collision-free MAC protocol is to make collision-free transmissions, improving the performance and reliability of channel access. Here, an initial
broadcast table (IBT) aligns MAC addresses of vehicles in ascending order for setting
priorities for transmission. The IBT is updated and broadcast periodically to share the
status of the channel. A receiver checks the IBT for the initiator from the first slot; if it
wants to send it, it sends a WTS to the initiator. Upon reception, the WTS initiator adds
1 to the IBT. The priority in sending is highest in the vehicle that is at the first slot of BT,
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so the other vehicles synchronize themselves according to the information of a vehicle’s
priority received from BT [83].
This protocol eliminates mergers and access collisions for better performance and
reliable transmission. There is a delay in transmission caused during contention avoidance,
as vehicles have to wait for a random amount of time before sending. Performance degrades
in dense scenarios due to transmission delays.
4.3.9. SS MAC
Slot-sharing MAC was proposed to provide a scalable, reliable, efficient protocol with
less delays for safety message broadcasting. Multiple vehicles broadcast alternately on the
same time slot using inconsistent coordinations. A circular recording queue is implemented
to record the time slot status of the periodic broadcast of safety messages. A distributed
time slot sharing (DTSS) mechanism is designed to check on the periodical broadcasting
of messages and to share the time slots for reliable transmission. To improve the channel
utilization based on heuristic packaging strategy, a random index fit-first (RIFF) scheme
is proposed [84]. This assists the vehicles in selecting a suitable time slot for sharing. It
employs a traditional TDMA-based mechanism with a slot sharing scheme.
The major demerit is that the protocol cannot handle dynamic resource environments, and safety and non-safety applications. There is overhead for maintaining the table
and broadcasting.
4.4. Centralized Single-Channel MAC Protocols
It is either RSU based or cluster head (CH) based. RSUs allocate time slots to the nodes
for channel access. It is a better mechanism for providing collision-free access as scheduling of
time slots is not as complicated. The periodical broadcasting mechanism employed by RSUs
minimizes collision by communicating the time slot reservation messages to nearby vehicles.
The coordination is wholly dependent on either the RSU or the CH. The data are
transmitted by a time-synchronization mechanism to avoid collision, but there is network
overload due to the centralized control.
4.4.1. VAT MAC
According to VAT-MAC (novel adaptive TDMA-based MAC) protocols, RSU is used
to provide efficient access management for more efficient network performance [85].
In the VAT-MAC time management period (TMP), the RSU broadcasts a time management frame (TMF), noting the length of the free transmission period (FTP) and contention
period (CP) depicted in Figure 9. The FTP protocol is used for packet transmissions of
allocated time-slots, and unidentified vehicles can compete for idle slots in the CP. The RSU
can identify the assigned slot in the upcoming FTP if the vehicle successfully accesses the
CP without colliding. The RSU further calculates the average vehicle density based on the
collision probability in order to anticipate the number of newly entering vehicles. By doing
so, it is able to predict the collision probability. By adjusting the frame length accordingly,
VAT-MAC is capable of improving network scalability and of ensuring the efficient use of
time slots. The mathematical analysis and simulation experiments indicate that VAT-MAC
can significantly enhance system scalability and throughput. The performance can be
enhance with incorporation of CSMA/CA along with TDMA mechanism.
4.4.2. SAFE MAC
The speed-aware fairness-enabled MAC [86] is a RSU-based centralized approach
utilizing the CSMA/CA mechanism with dynamic adjustment of CW, a back-off, and
a re-transmission limit. Based on the mobility metrics, including speed, location, and
direction, the system computes the time spent by vehicles in the service area. Moreover, the
vehicles are divided into three groups according to their duration of stay. Each batch has
its own MAC parameters. These parameter values are then dynamically changed to ensure
that the vehicles with higher speed receives a certain minimum number of messages, which
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can guarantee fair channel access for V2I. The main limitation of this protocol is it does not
consider fairness issues in channel access for V2V and V2D communications.

Figure 9. Time frame structure of VAT MAC [85].

4.5. Centralized Multi-Channel MAC Protocols
Control is centralized by a central coordinator, but the channel is partitioned to deal with
safety and non-safety messages by prioritizing it to minimize latency for safety messages.
4.5.1. ReMAC
The main objective of the reliable MAC protocol is to connect vehicles with a multichannel hybrid medium of access. It reduces collision and hidden terminal problem and
deals with high mobility by randomly minimizing transmission delay. Here, the modeled
system consists of RSUs placed at regular intervals in a two-way highway with vehicles
moving at high speed. For determining the next RSU, the vehicle’s direction is considered,
and the channel is assigned before it enters the range of next RSU. FDMA-based access
is used, dividing the CCHs and SCHs into a sub-frequency channel of same bandwidth.
This mechanism avoids collision and provides reliable and efficient communication. Each
sub-frequency channel are divided into time slots by TDMA. Figure 10 demonstrates the
network model or structure of ReMAC.
The separation of a guard band is chosen to be wide to minimize the channel interference. A joining network channel (JNCH) for new vehicles is used when they initially
enter the network; then, the request is sent to RSU from JNCH by CSMA. The vehicle at the
beginning adjusts to communicate with control channel and data channel and then sends a
channel request packet to RSU by CSMA from JNCH. The RSU upon receiving VSIP [87]
allocates a data channel to the vehicle and time slots from convenient channel, taking into
account the moving direction of vehicles. The updates are provided in the VCAT table.
When RSU receives a package present in the private network within its range, it searches
for the vehicle’s information in the VCAT table. The table is updated on a regular basis
and channel is allocated per the requirement. The calculation of network drop time (DT)
is carried out to check whether the vehicle is dropped out of the network or still present,
and the vehicles not sending heartbeats within 0.5 s are disconnected. The channel and
slot allocation algorithm is based on FDMA by selecting a backward frequency band and a
forward frequency band.
The protocol provides better performance in channel access rate, collision avoidance,
high throughput, and minimized delay in dense city scenarios. It also improved the
scalability of the network and adapted to frequent diverse topological changes. There is
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communication overhead (at RSUs and OBUs) along with high energy consumption that
need to be optimized.

Figure 10. Network model of ReMAC [87].

4.5.2. QCH MAC
The QoS-aware centralized hybrid protocol avoids collision and provides QoS in
terms of transmission delays, throughput of the network, and packet delivery. The protocol
combines an extended version of EDCA and TDMA. The transmission of safety-based
messages is prioritized based on slot scheduling mechanism by RSUs. The access time
is divided into two periods: the transmission and reservation periods. The transmission
period uses time slots for scheduling, and the reservation period is used only by new
vehicles to reserve the slot as soon as it enters the traffic scenario.
Safety and non-safety messages are treated differently; safety messages are considered
higher priority, denoted as CL1, than non-safety messages, denoted as CL2 [88]. The
vehicles that enter the transmission initially sense the channel and wait for the medium
to become free for transmitting. If the channel is busy, the back-off mechanism is used to
prevent collision. Second, after reservation of the slot, the vehicles enter the transmission
period and are ready to transmit. The mechanism is depicted in Figure 11.
The major demerit is that the protocol does not deal with hidden terminal problem
and throughput can still be improved using optimized scheduling.

Figure 11. Access mechanism of QCH MAC [88].
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4.5.3. TSGS MAC
A Transmission Scheduling Greedy Search (TSGS) algorithm provides a contentionbased scheduling mechanism with less time complexity. The algorithm is based on setting
a time for each transmission with CSMA/CA. By minimizing the overlap of transmission,
the number of collisions is reduced, thereby minimizing the probability of activation of the
back-off timer.
The implementation of TSGS provides an optimal time slot for connection, thereby
providing better packet delivery ratio. The major demerit is the protocol designed is RSU
centric, so there is communication overhead on RSU. The protocol does not address hidden
terminal problem and scalability when the number of vehicles increases in the network.
4.6. Cooperative Single-Channel MAC Protocols
It basically deals with packet relay from the source to destination in an cooperative
way. It improves the reliability of transmission and the throughput of channels.
4.6.1. CoMACAV
Cooperative MAC was proposed for autonomous vehicles to provide high network
throughput. There are three modes of data transmission on which the protocol works.
These are direct transmission (DT), cooperative relaying (CR), and multi-hop relaying
(MHR). The main objective of this protocol is to increase throughput by selecting the
optimal value of relay (R) produced by the SNR concept. The DT (RTS/CTS) and CR
modes of transmission are implemented when nodes are present in the same network.
In contrast, the MHR mode is implemented when nodes are in different networks. New
control packets such as RRTS, RH, RRR, RCR, and RACK are introduced and depicted in
Figure 12.
All neighboring nodes through RTS/CTS know the SNR of both source and destination
nodes. Thus, neighboring nodes that are free then broadcast optimal relays. The node with
the highest SNR becomes the optimal relay node and sends RRR to both the source and
destination. This increases the reliability of transmission. The analysis is performed through
the Markov model. The demerit of this protocol is a delay in transmission due to collision.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 12. Mechanism of packet exchange: (a) DT mode, (b) CR mode, and (c) MHR mode [89].
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4.6.2. CRMAC
A cooperative-based protocol is proposed, where the three types of data transmission
modes employed are direct transmission, cooperative relaying, and multi-hop relaying
to achieve good throughput. Cooperative communication is performed via optimal relay
selection. The RTS/CTS mechanism is used in a direct transmission (DT) mode. In the
cooperative relay (CR) mode, all nodes know the sender and receiver SNR information
(nodes with higher SNRs are chosen). The sender sends data to the optimal relay and then
optimal relay sends it to the destination. If the sender does not receive any ACK after
being sent by a short inter-frame space (SIFS) sender, the relay re-transmits the data to the
destination. Nodes transmit with an interval of dynamic short-frame space (DIFS). Upon
receiving a RACK, a sender knows that the transmission was successful. The mechanism
of exchange for the packet is depicted in Figure 13.
It is basically a relay selection algorithm proposed to select the optimal relay based
on the highest SNR among nodes. A performance analysis was performed based on the
probability calculation, average transmission time, and Markov-Model used for analysis of
the result. The protocol provides enhanced throughput and efficient communication. The
demerit of this protocol is the lack of performance analysis on collision avoidance, power
consumption, delay factors for real-time applications, and efficient use of channels.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 13. Mechanism of packet exchange: (a) DT mode, (b) CR mode, and (c) MHR mode [90].

4.6.3. UAV Relay
The unmanned aerial vehicle-based MAC protocol was proposed for performance
enhancement using a relay strategy. It improves the efficiency of communication hampered
by interference or jammers at RSUs. UAVs use specific relay strategies to send messages
from OBUs to RSUs. The Nash equilibria strategy was implemented, and UAV relay was
optimized based on transmission cost and a UAV channel model. A hotbooting policy hill
climbing (PHC) mechanism (a reinforcement learning technique) was used in the UAV
relay strategy to resist jamming signals. The implementation of the network model was
based on the calculation of bit error rate (BER) and SINR. Anti-jamming transmission
stochastic game strategy (an extended work of [91]) was used depending on the quality
of the channels and BER; this strategy minimizes the power consumption by making
decision to choose the relay and whether to transmit. Dynamic anti-jamming game with
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the hotbooting PHC-based relay strategy was used to formulate the interaction between
UAVs and jammers [92], determined the jamming power, and selected the relay based on
the state of the system.
The drawback of this protocol is communication and computation overhead. Highly
mobile nodes and dense scenarios are not analyzed for this mechanism.
4.7. Cooperative Multi-Channel MAC Protocols
In this type MAC protocol, the capabilities of multiple channels and cooperative
communications are integrated for performance enhancement at the MAC layer.
4.7.1. OEC MAC
A novel OFDMA-based efficient cooperative (OEC) MAC protocol was proposed by
providing efficient sub-carrier channel assignments and access mechanisms. The concept
of OFDMA was introduced to handle the delay and collision problem in high-density
traffic, which could not be overcome by simple CSMA/CA. ACK, CRM, and CAM are
used for safety messages (sm) and CWSA for non-safety messages (nsm). ACK is assigned
for sm: if no acknowledgment is received, then there is no packet transmission; then, for
successful delivery, the packets need to send with cooperative communication (broadcast
CRM). This mechanism provides a reliable transmission broadcast service. A node with
higher SINR, transmission rate, and channel condition sends back CAM, and the optimal
relay is selected from nodes sending CAM. Once ORM selects the optimal relay, other
nodes are held back from sending CAM. For the delivery of non-safety messages, WAVE
communicates with periodic broadcast of WAVE service advertisement (WSA). If the
relay node has better channel conditions and SINR, CWSA, which consists of the relay
information, WSA information, and channel information, is broadcast. The optimal relay is
chosen after receiving CWSA by broadcasting ORM. Lastly, the destination on receiving
ORM from the source activates the SCH. For channel access, the data transmission occurs
on slots allocated for a duration of ∆DIFS. For the DIFS time, if the channel is idle, then the
back-off scheme is applied based on the contention window size. A third-party handshake
mechanism is employed for source, destination, and relay for both sm and nsm.
This protocol provides successful probability of transmission and collision. Hence,
a high throughput, high packet delivery ratio, and minimized latency are achieved. The
major shortcoming is that unsaturated network conditions are not considered. Channel
fading conditions and other effects of signals such as capture effect are also not considered
in performance analysis.
4.7.2. RECV-MAC
Reliable and efficient cooperative (RECV) MAC is a novel protocol proposed to provide efficient communication with high throughput. The protocol provides better packet
dropping rates (PDRs) and lowers delay for safety messages. CSMA/CA is used with random access as in IEEE 802.11p. Modified control messages are used to provide cooperative
communication. Negative acknowledgement (NACK) and keen to help (KTH) messages
are introduced for exchange of safety messages. Cooperative wave service advertisement
(CWSA) and willing to involve (WTI) are introduced for non-safety messages. Packets
transmit NACK; if the node hears broadcasts but does not receive a notification in short
inter-frame space (SIFS), there is failed transmission. These packets are sent through cooperative transmission to improve the transmission reliability. After NACK, the nodes with
improved transmission rate, SINR, and proper channel condition transmit KTH. Upon
receiving KTH, an optimal helper node (having optimal SINR) can be chosen among neighboring nodes. Basic service set (BSS) is used for non-safety message transmission, with
a period broadcasting WSA in the CCH interval. The receiver sends WTI, and when a
neighbor node has better SINR and channel conditions, it sends CWSA to the sender. The
node with optimal SINR is chosen as the optimal WAVE helper node; after hearing the
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selector helper message (SHM), other nodes suspend cooperation with WTI. The optimal
helper joins BSS, and thus, the sender transmits through the optimal helper to the receiver.
RECV MAC provides an optimal helper selection mechanism for reliable data transmission. However, the performance of the protocol in unsaturated conditions and in high vehicle
density is not analyzed. The power consumption factor is not taken into consideration.
4.7.3. OCA-MAC
The optimal cooperative ad hoc (OCA) MAC protocol was proposed to provide cooperative communication to improve transmission probability. The optimal cooperative
node was chosen based on TDMA for successful transmission. A probabilistic model was
designed to know the number of optimal cooperative nodes in each channel. The methods
of cooperative forwarding and optimal node determination were used for reliable communication. The cooperative transmission mechanism was employed when the transmission
rates go below the threshold. The node broadcast control frame periodically contains
information about it such as node ID, neighbor node ID, and slot reserved. Choosing an
optimal cooperative node is based on the distance calculated between the potential cooperative node and the mid-point between the sender and receiver, thereby increasing the
network throughput. The node with a minimum value of distance calculated is chosen as
the optimal cooperative node. To analyze the number of cooperative nodes, a probabilistic
mathematical model was designed. In this model, the time slots are divided into free time
slots, successful time slots, and failed time slots.
The protocol provides QoS in terms of successful transmission rate, transmission delay,
and transmission in highway scenarios. Since the protocol does not consider the dynamic
topology scenario, there might be performance degradation in dynamic scenarios.
4.7.4. CT MAC
The proposed cooperative TDMA (CT) MAC uses a relay strategy to improve communication efficiency hampered by interference or jammers at RSUs. It uses a slot sharing
scheme; the status information of each node is present in the MAC header. The slots are
shared and prioritized by analyzing the slot state. Every time slot is partitioned into two
CWs; DSRC specifies the payload for safety application and a slot information (SI) header.
The carrier signal sensed by vehicles at each time slot is used to detect the state of the
slot. This slot is again divided into three states: first, check the packet is correctly received;
second, when the packet is received; and third, when no packet is received and SINR is
low (channel is idle). The slot is prioritized by a value accumulated and received during a
frame, containing the data generated by the neighbors. The category of the channel sensed
that is idle, busy, or noisy is defined. An overview of CTMAC is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Overview of CT MAC [90].
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The stability of the network is maintained by prioritizing those vehicles occupying
the slot through a carrier sensing algorithm. The proposed work eliminates merger and
access collision using the back-off method in the slots. Priority-based slot allocation avoids
communication interference. However, the reliability and throughput metrics are not
analyzed in dense and sparse scenarios.
4.7.5. ST MAC
The spatio-temporal (ST) coordination-based MAC protocol for VANETs is designed
to provide contention-free channel access for safety message exchange. It provides reliable
and efficient data transmission for safe driving. Here, transmission occurs by line-ofcollision graph based on a set-cover algorithm [93] so that vehicles transmit in the same
slot but do not collide due to directional antennas and transmission power control. An
optimization-based contention period scheme is proposed for vehicle registration on RSUs
to minimize channel utilization. A hybrid MAC is designed by coordination of spatiotemporal characteristics based on PCF for registration of vehicles. This allocates slots and
disseminates emergency messages from RSUs to vehicles based on DCF for safety and
emergency messages via V2V communication by WPCF [94].
The proposed work provides better end-to-end delays and packet delivery ratio and
less frame access delays. However, it does not handle non-safety-based applications, and
the communication efficiency in highway scenarios for safe driving is not discussed. Since
it is RSU centric, there is an overhead on RSU.
4.8. Cluster-Based Single-Channel MAC Protocols
A cluster head (CH) is chosen from a group of vehicles that is responsible for channel access, allocation of time slots, and resource management. Clusters provide stable
communication and extend the lifetime of communication links.
4.8.1. PDMAC
Priority-based enhanced TDMA MAC was designed to prevent accidents via in-time
delivery of time-critical safety messages and non-safety messages using the priority assignment technique. The protocol provides better clock synchronization, reduced message loss,
latency, and improved throughput in the network. This protocol was based on an intracluster V2V model on two-directional highways and inter-cluster clock synchronization
to reduce overhead and to improve channel utilization. It describes a three-tier priority
assignment method for better delivery of warning messages estimating the type of message,
severity level, and direction components. A single bit field called Validate_timer in the
message header is used to check whether the timer is synchronized. The node’s timer
is considered synchronized when Validate_timer= 1 and, hence, validated. Conversely,
the clock needs synchronization when Validate_timer= 0 and Validate_timer remains
invalid for all other nodes on the network. Validate_timer is set the default value of 0
to make synchronization of clock mandatory for each and every node upon entering the
highway [95]. The clustering mechanism of PD MAC in a bidirectional scenario is depicted
in Figure 15.
The protocol’s performance in urban or city scenarios (dense and highly mobile
networks) shows less efficiency.
4.8.2. Enhanced IEEE 802.15.4
The proposal of a V2R protocol based on the dynamic window algorithm (DWA)
improves delay and throughput using a back-off scheme and the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
employed for low power. Short-range communication is used in the PHY and MAC layer
by CSMA/CA for contention access. A change in the binary exponent back-off (BEB) is
implemented for improved performance. The frame structure known as super-frame is
divided into two active parts containing a contention-free period (CFP) and a contentionbased period (CBP), the inactive part, which is optional. The main objective of DWA is to
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minimize the delay via an extended back-off period in an exponential back-off scheme. The
nodes have queues and are arranged in the form of a cluster. The nodes with empty queues
have low priority and nodes with full queues have high priority, i.e., the less frames in the
node queue, the smaller the exponential window size. The size of the cluster is also taken
into consideration: the more nodes in the cluster, the higher the probability of collision.
According to the simulation results, the DWA algorithm provides better results even
when the cluster size is increased as it structures a balance between the nodes in the cluster
and frames in the queues. Future enhancements include switching off at a threshold
of different values between BEB and DWA and making the model energy-efficient by
minimizing the power requirement with a collision avoidance scheme.

Figure 15. Clustering in PDMAC in the bidirectional traffic scenario [95].

4.9. Cluster-Based Multi-Channel MAC Protocols
Basically, the cluster-based multi-channel MAC protocols are proposed to minimize
channel contention, to increase network capacity by reusing resources, to provide fair
access to channels within the cluster, and to efficiently control the network topology.
4.9.1. CB MAC
Cluster-based MAC eliminates the hidden terminal problem for non-safety applications and efficient hand-over (shifting of data sessions from one base station to another).
Each cluster head assigns bandwidths to the members of the cluster for efficient communication. As IEEE 802.11 is not cluster-based, the control packets are modified in CB-MAC
with new control packets containing RTCF (request to cluster formation), ReTCl (registration to cluster), RCLM (request to cluster merging) [96]. For cluster member, a vehicle
RTCF message is broadcast in the network; after any cluster head has received the message,
it transmits ReTCI, which includes a cluster member ID(CM-ID), a cluster ID (Cl-ID), and a
cluster head address (CHA). Then, the cluster head updates the cluster member list and
broadcasts it to all cluster members. If the new vehicle that wants to enter a cluster does not
receive any ReTCI, it forms a new cluster and has to be the cluster head itself. If a CH does
not receive any CTS when it has sends an RTS during the SIFS time interval, it assumes
that the cluster member is out of the range of transmission and deletes it from the cluster
member list. Then, again, the updated information is broadcast to all other members. A
CH with a more significant number of cluster members becomes the CH.
This protocol is contention-free and provides high throughput, better PDR, and better
resource utilization. When the number of vehicles increases rapidly, there might be chances
of collision, leading to less throughput and a reduction in system performance.
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4.9.2. LMMC
A multi-channel MAC based on learning automata is designed for optimized utilization of channel access for VANET applications. The multi-channel scheme with the use
of a radio transceiver and a smart model of learning automaton is used to learn about the
cluster members’ traffic parameters. Nodes are equipped with GPS, unlike other MACs
that use CCH for safety applications and SCH for both safety and non-safety applications.
The learning automaton model is implemented for the polling of cluster members to find
out its parameter using the cluster head, with dynamic TDMA allocation of resources
within the cluster [97].
The protocol provides better PDR for safety applications in real-time scenarios. It
provides proper bandwidth and channel access utilization and, thus, increases throughput
in the network. Still, there are not many analyses on QoS for non-safety applications.
The protocol does not deal with best-effort, video, background, and other non-safetybased services.
4.9.3. ACB MAC
It is a novel MAC protocol based on a clustering MAC with a blockchain framework
providing reliable and secure communication. It uses the decentralized blockchain concept
for vehicle authentication and registration before they communicate. The control packet of
IEEE 802.11 was modified for handling hidden nodes, packet drop, and packet overloading
on channel access. Cluster-based concepts provide a faster and efficient method of communication. The messages are divided into safety and non-safety messages and groups
the vehicles as general vehicles and emergency vehicles. Priorities are set for general and
emergency vehicles so that there is less delay on transmission of safety messages.
The protocol minimizes computational as well as storage overheads by efficient blockchain
implementation. The protocol can be enhanced for different attacks and threats with reputation management, including more security features. A clustering based on the SDN
architecture can be implemented in future enhancement for better network performance.
4.10. Virtual Token Based
This approach allocates different time slots to vehicles, thereby minimizing collision
and providing efficient channel access. The protocol also provides minimized propagation
delay with high throughput.
Reliable MAC
The reliable MAC protocol scheme was proposed to avoid collision in high-density
VANET scenarios via proper channel access. An adaptive byte-level HARQ was used
for error control and to provide reliable communication. Via this methodology, the bit
error rate and burst bit rate of the channel were calculated [98]. The frame error control
redundancy size was checked, which was added to the MAC frame structure; along with
the FEC bit, a checksum calculator was also added to the MAC frame. Frame segmentation
and fragmentation were performed, and each frame consisted of MAC service data units.
The virtual token approach performs the packet delivery mechanism (allocates each node
with the specified channel access time) and forward node selection approach (selects
efficient forwarders for message broadcasting) for on-time delivery of safety messages.
The node that wants to transmit data initiates the virtual token formation containing the
nodes present in its transmission range. The node initiator keeps track of nodes leaving
and entering the token ring. An efficient forwarder node is selected that restricts other
nodes to broadcast messages, thus avoiding collision.
The use of AB-HARQ shows better error recovery probability even upon increasing
the channel error. The reliable MAC provides better throughput and packet delivery ratio.
Hidden terminals, energy consumption, and communication overheads are not addressed
or analyzed, turning out to be the major demerits.
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4.11. Random Selection Based
The time slot is accessed randomly; the channel is split up into frames and further
divided into slots. This mechanism provides better channel utilization and minimizes
collision. Some slots may be left idle and may be overloaded, leading to resource wastage
and collision.
4.11.1. OGC MAC
A novel OFDM MAC based on contention is proposed for reliable, efficient, fast,
collision-free resource block allocation. The protocol reduces the use of contention windows
(CWs) and improves resource allocation efficiency by proposing a new CCH architecture.
Multi-carrier burst contention (MCBC) [99] inspired its creation, which reduces the size of
CWs and reduces resource wastage by sequential channel allocation with the traditional
TDMA approach. The bandwidth of CCH is divided into sub-channels by OFDM. A
group contention strategy is proposed to overcome resource wastage along with a greedy
approach. The RBs are chosen using the RB selection policy [100], where RBs are randomly
selected from the groups formed from the subdivision of frame, to minimize collision when
broadcasting a beacon to one-hop neighbor. A MAC announcement is initiated before
a beacon is transmitted and embedded in the beacon. The RBs with a collision flag are
considered collisions that occurred in the previous frame and are released. The nodes know
the status of their two-hop neighbor and broadcast accordingly.
The protocol improves throughput by eliminating the hidden terminal problem and
by avoiding merger and access collision. By proper resource utilization, resource wastage
is minimized. The major disadvantage of this protocol is CW overload, causing delays in
packet delivery. The network scalability in dense scenarios is not considered.
4.11.2. Self-Sorting-Based MAC
This protocol is based on self-sorting the channel allocation based on TDMA. It provides collision-free transmission with reduced packet loss and delays in message delivery
in even dense scenarios. The un-ordered random access is altered by ordered self-sortingbased access. Vehicles access channels in a queue via a TDMA-based mechanism. Nodes
in the same queue compete to access the channel to minimize access collision via random
channel access. The self-sorting process occurs in three steps: self-sorting, channel reservation, and data transmission [101]. Figure 16 depicts the mechanism of the protocol for
sorting the message in queue, reservation of the channel, and the transmission of data.

Figure 16. Mechanism of self-sorting [101].

As soon as the capacity of a queue reaches its threshold, the members or nodes of
the queue start to transmit in the channel in the order in which they joined the queue. An
M/G/1/∞ queuing model was used in the analysis for the computation of average service
time, delay, and packet delivery ratio. Markov chain modeling was used to estimate the
probability of queuing successfully.
The protocol overcomes the overhead of maintaining a schedule table, unlike other
slotted protocols, as the nodes are self-sorted. It effectively handles delays and PDR.
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However, adapting the dynamic scenarios, handling hidden terminals, and various other
requirements of delay and PDR are still challenges. No analysis is given based on merging collision.
An extensive study of the MAC layer protocols for VANETs was conducted in the
survey under various categories. These protocols aim to build an efficient mechanism
for data dissemination. There are, however, numerous issues to be addressed in the
future. The future directions include but are not limited to prioritizing safety messages for
guaranteed reliability; ensuring fairness, in which a robust MAC protocol should also meet
different QoS requirements, prioritizing services; handling network loads with dynamic
channel access and proper channel utilization not limited to a single CCH; and minimizing
interference by adopting a multi-channel access mechanism, where a centralized MAC
protocol should be implemented under the premise of unreliable link and high vehicle
mobility since RSUs and CHs can support direct multi-hop transmissions by adjusting
to high dynamic networks. To conclude, the research direction includes designing an
optimized MAC scheme providing QoS, adapting appropriate channel mechanisms based
on the scenario (dense/sparse), and adapting clustering mechanisms for efficiency.
A chronological diagram of the above discussed MAC protocols is depicted in Figure 17,
and a summary of the overall comparison is shown in Table 3.

Figure 17. Chronological diagram of MAC protocols survey.
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Table 3. Comparison of MAC protocols.

SR.
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Protocols

Comparison

Objective

Methodology

eRTS-SA [69]

VeMAC [53],
RTS-SA [102]

Avoids interference,
reduces overhead, and
eliminates the hidden
terminal problem

PT MAC [70]

ADHOC
MAC [47], Even
Odd MAC [103]

I MAC [104]

CF-MAC [83],
DTB MAC [105]

SoMMAC [106]

A VeMAC [71]

MAP [72]

Simulator

Classification

Pros

Cons

Micro-base station,
physical interference,
and SINR

SUMO

Hybrid and
TDMA

High
throughput and
fair channel
access.

Scalability and
energy efficiency

Collision avoidance,
minimized overheads,
and high delivery ratio

Potential collision
detection, potential
collision prediction,
and potential collision
elimination

MATLAB, and
SUMO

Prediction based,
TDMA, contention
free, and
decentralized

Minimized
delay and
collision

Overhead and
energy
consumption

Reduced collision, and
load balancing and
packet loss ratio
minimized

CSMA

MATLAB
R2018b

Distributed and
contention free

Collision
avoidance

Hidden terminal
problem and
overhead

NS2

Multi-channel,
unidirectional,
contention based,
distributed, cluster,
and TDMA

Efficient
handover,
minimized
collision, and
high packet
delivery

Power
consumption
and overhead

Eliminates
collision and
handles
unbalanced
traffic

Hidden-node
problem and
throughput not
analysed

Reliable and
avoids collision

Merging
collision and
throughput not
analysed

SOFTMAC [57],
VeMAC [53]

Reduced cost

Clustering, two-way
scenario, and fixed
RSUs

VeMAC [53]

Provide better
performance in terms
of access collision and
channel utilization

TDMA, random
selection of time slots,
and one-hop and
two-hop neighbor
division

Analysis

Reservation based,
multi-channel, and
TDMA

Handles collision and
hidden node problem

Multi-hop data
dissemination,
two-phase
transmission: multiple
access phase and
broadcast phase

Theoretical
analysis

Decentralized,
multi-hop,
location based,
and priority based

PLNC [107]
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Table 3. Cont.

SR.
No.

Protocols

Comparison

Objective

Methodology

Simulator

Classification

Pros

Cons

7

NA MAC [74]

HC MAC [108],
VeMAC [53]

Efficient slot allocation
and hidden terminal
problem

Three-way handshake
with TDMA and
CSMA/CA

NS3

Distributed single
channel

Reliable
broadcast of
safety message

Broadcast storm
problem

OCT MAC [75]

TDMA and
CDMA MAC ,
802.11
Model [109]

Improves network
throughput and
channel quality

Optical channel DC
model and CDMA,
time synchronization
(1PPS signal), and FCS
at the physical layer

NS3

TDMA, SNR,
distributed

High
throughput and
minimized
delay

Performance
degradation in
dynamic
environment

Resource wastage and
overhead
minimization

Two-way handshake,
adaptive resource
reservation, request
conflict resolution, and
synchronized
switching

NS3 and SUMO

TDMA,
multi-channel, and
hybrid

Enhanced
throughput and
less delay

Overhead and
packet loss

Analysis

Hybrid,
contention based,
TDMA, and
distributed

Alleviates
collision and
high PDR

Transmission
delay

MATLAB

TDMA + CDMA
based and
distributed

Collision
alleviation

High power
consumption
and overhead

SUMO

Context aware,
decentralized, and
CSMA/CA

Minimized
delay and
enhanced
throughput

Power
consumption not
analysed

8

9

10

11

12

AHT MAC [77]

Ve MAC [53], SS
MAC [84], OGC
MAC [100]

SC MAC [110]

TDMA and
CSMA/CA
based [59], BB
MAC [111],
DBCC [112]

Scalable, low latency,
and high PDR

Black burst-based slot
reservation and
spatio-temporal
coordination, and
periodic random
back-off scheme

TCGMAC [78]

VeMAC [53],
MoMAC [82]

Minimizes
transmission collision
and increases
throughput

Frame divided into TP
(transmission period)
and CP (CSMA period),
and game theory

Cassam [79]

Guaranteed safety
IEEE
application in
802.11-OCB
real-time and hostile
(CSMA/CA) [113]
environments

Slotted 1 persistent
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Table 3. Cont.

SR.
No.

Protocols

Comparison

Objective

Methodology

Simulator

Classification

Pros

Cons

13

Contention
Based Learning
MAC for
Broadcast [114]

IEEE
802.11p [115]

Scalability, collision
avoidance, and
bandwidth wastage
reduction

MAC+PHY, RL model,
and discrete time
stochastic control

OMNET++ and
SUMO

Contention based
and discrete time
synchronization

High PDR and
throughput

Fair-channel
access and
latency

SUMO

TDMA-based
broadcast MAC
and distributed

High
transmission
ratio and avoids
collision

No emphasis on
non-safety
message and
throughput
degradation in
the dense
scenario

High reception
rate and
minimized
delay

14

15

16

17

18

ABC
MAC [116]

LIMERIC [117],
Conventional
IEEE 802.11p

Avoid blocking of
control channel and
fair channel access

Heuristic greedy
algorithm and
distributed beacon
congestion control

MoMAC [82]

TDMA
MAC [118],
ADHOC,
VeMAC [53]

Eliminates collision,
handles hidden
terminal, and
delay-tolerant
transmission

Distributed slot access,
collision detection, and
TDMA

SUMO

TDMA,
distributed, and
contention free

CF MAC [83]

DTMAC [119]

Collision-free
transmission and QoS
enhancement

Dynamic
self-configured TDMA
and platooning

MATLAB
R2017a

Contention free
and TDMA

Reliability and
collision
avoidance

Delay and
performance
degrades in
dense scenarios

SS MAC [84]

Aggressive
MAC and
conservative
MAC scheme

Reliable broadcast of
safety messages

Distributed time slot
sharing algorithm and
random index first fit
(RIFF) algorithm
(heuristic packaging
method)

MATLAB and
SUMO

Periodical and
distributed

Scalable,
reliable, and
minimized
delay

Overhead and
handling
dynamic
scenarios

Efficient broadcast of
safety messages

Estimation of nodes,
determination of
leaving node,
predicting newly
entering node, and
frame optimization

NS-2.35 and
SUMO

Contention free,
dynamic access,
and time
synchronized

Enhanced
scalability and
throughput

No proper time
synchronization
mechanism and
delays

VAT MAC [85]

VeMAC [53],
ATSA [118]

Cannot handle
dynamic traffic
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SR.
No.

Protocols

Comparison

Objective

Methodology

Simulator

Classification

Pros

Cons

19

SAFE
MAC [86]

standard
802.11 [120]

Fair channel access
(V2I)

Batch selection and
residence time
calculation

Numerical
analysis

Contention-based,
CSMA/CA, and
time synchronized

Minimized
delay

Fairness issue
not handled for
V2V and V2D

ReMAC [87]

VeMAC [53],
CFR MAC [121],
VAT MAC [75]

Efficient channel usage

DSRC standard, and
CCH and SCH
organization with
joining network
channel

OMNET++

Hybrid,
multi-channel, and
CSMA + FDMA

Minimized
delay and high
throughput

Communication
overhead and
energy
consumption

21

QCH MAC [88]

CAC [122],
EDCADCRRSU [123]

Delay constraint safety
applications

EDCA combined with
TDMA and two access
periods: transmission
period and reservation
period

SUMO and NS
3.26

Hybrid MAC,
distributed, and
TDMA+EDCA

Enhanced QoS

Hidden terminal
problem and
throughput can
still be
maximized

22

TSGS
MAC [124]

Random
sending

Minimizes collision
and reduces
overlapping
connections

Scheduling strategy
based on connection
level

OMNET++ and
SUMO

Centralized
multi-channel and
contention-based

Less delay and
high PDR

overhead and
hidden terminal

CoMACAV [90]

CAH MAC [55],
SR MAC [125],
and
VeMAC [60]

Increasing throughput
by selecting optimal
relay using the
Markov chain model

Three modes of
transmission: DT, CR,
and MHR

MATLAB

Contention based,
cooperative, SNR,
and multi-hop

High
throughput

Delays

CR MAC [89]

ADHOC MAC
(CAH
MAC) [53] and
Relay
MAC [126]

A novel cooperative
relay procedure

Three modes of data
transmission: DT, CR,
and MR; modification
of control packets of
IEEE 802.11

MATLAB

Cooperative,
contention based,
and multi-hop

Enhanced
throughput

Delays

20

23

24
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Table 3. Cont.

SR.
No.

Protocols

Comparison

Objective

Methodology

25

UAV Relay in
VANET with
RL [127]

Q-learningbased
scheme [128]

Reduces the bit rate
error and jamming
resistance for UAV

Relay game using Nash
equilibrium (NE),
hotbooting PHC
(policy hill climbing),
path loss, shadowing,
and Reyleigh fading

26

OEC
MAC [129]

RECV
MAC [130]

Optimal relay,
appropriate
transmission mode,
and minimized delay

OFDMA, FSM with
UML, and SINR

Traditional
MAC

Reliable and efficient
communication, and
less packet dropping
rate and delays

Markov model
analysis, optimal
helper, and use of FSM
and UML

Improves probability
of successful
transmission rate

Cooperative
forwarding; selecting
optimal cooperative
node; and time slots
divided: free,
successful and failed

27

28

29

RECV
MAC [130]

OCA
MAC[131]

CT MAC [132]

VeMAC [53],
CAH MAC [55]

VeMAC [53],
DTMAC [119]

Solve hidden terminal
and collision problem.

Channel scheduling
and back-off algorithm

Simulator

Classification

Pros

Cons

SUMO

Smart jammer,
hotbooting PHC
based, and RL
based

Minimized
interference

High
computational
overhead

MATLAB

OFDMA,
cooperative, SINR,
and distributed

High
throughput,
PDR, and less
delay

Performance
degradation for
unsaturated
network

MATLAB

Random access,
CSMA/CA, and
cooperative

Reliable

Performance
degradation in
very high
density and
unsaturated
scenarios

NS2

Cooperative
TDMA based,
probabilistic,
multi-channel,
centralized, and
contention free

QoS in terms of
throughput,
delay, and PDR
achieved

Performance of
dynamic
scenarios not
analysed

Eliminate
collision

Throughput
metrics not
analysed in
dense/sparse
scenarios

Analysis

Cooperative and
distributed
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Table 3. Cont.

SR.
No.

30

31

32

33

34

Protocols

Comparison

Objective

Methodology

Simulator

Classification

Pros

ST MAC [94]

PD MAC [95]

LMA [133],
DMMAC [134],
and EDCA

Improves channel
efficiency, reduces
delay, and optimizes
the contention period
& spatio-temporal
transmission
scheduling technique
and R-ALOHA

Nakagami3 Radio
Model and SUMO

Hybrid
(PCF+DCF),
contention free,
and
spatio-temporal
coordination
based

Minimized delay
and high PDR

Overhead on
RSU

DMC
MAC [135,136]

Reliability and on-time
delivery of
time-critical messages
to reduce accidents

Inter- and Intra-cluster
clock synchronization,
and three-tier priority
assignment

VANET Toolbox

Priority, cluster
based, and TDMA

Minimized
delay

Performance
degradation in
urban scenarios

BEB [138]

Smart back-off
algorithm that
improves delay and
throughput

BEB and improves
CSMA/CA used in
traditional IEEE
802.15.4

Analysis

IoT based, cluster,
and dynamic
window

Improved
throughput and
minimized
delay

Energy
utilization

CB MAC [96]

TDMA-based
MAC [118] and
RTS/CTS
mechanism

Reduces contention,
manages the network
topology efficiently,
and solves the hidden
terminal problem

Formation of clusters,
RTS/CTS for non
safety messages, and
CH and CM handshake
for safety message
transmission

MATLAB

Cluster, RTS/CTS,
and handshake

High
throughput and
PDR

Cannot handle
high vehicle
densities

LMMC [97]

TCMAC [139],
ASAS
(Adaptive
TDMA) [140],
and ETCM [141]

Addressing spectrum
scarcity problem and
optimal channel
utilization

Learning Automata for
clustered VANET and
probability calculation

NS 2.35 with
SUMO

Cluster-based
multi-channel
MAC, dynamic
TDMA, and
CSMA/CA

Improved PDR

Does not
prioritize
messages
(non-safety)

Enhancement
of IEEE 802.15.4
MAC(DWA) [137]

Cons
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Table 3. Cont.

SR.
No.

Protocols

Comparison

Objective

Methodology

35

ACB
MAC [142]

Traditional CB
MAC

Collision free and
authenticated reliable
communication

Cluster based,
blockchain framework,
and prioritizing safety
message

DTB MAC [105]
and oppcast
MAC [143]

Timely and reliable
transmission of safety
data, cope with
dynamic mobility
pattern, and error
prone communication

VeMAC [53],
MCBC [99]

36

37

38

Relia MAC [98]

OGC
MAC [100]

Self-SortingBased
MAC [101]

Hassen’s Model,
DMMAC [134],
and
VeMAC [53]

Simulator

Classification

Pros

Cons

MATLAB

Cluster-based and
multi-channel
MAC

Minimized
delay for safety
messages and
secure

Energy
consumption
and less
throughput

MAC fragmentation
and segmentation,
encoding FEC, and
checksum calculator
for ARQ

NS2

Virtual token,
distributed,
sequential, and
dynamic
environment

High
throughput and
PDR

Overhead and
energy

Proper resource
allocation and channel
access, and reliability

Random selection,
contention strategy,
and probability for
collision free beacon
broadcasting

SUMO

Parallel contention
mechanism and
OFDM

High
throughput

Scalability issue
and delays due
to CW overload.

Minimizes channel
collision and
minimizes overhead

Data sent periodically,
Self sorting by Markov
chain, channel
reservation, and
probability of
successful queuing is
calculated

SUMO

TDMA, contention
free, random
access, and
Distributed

Reduce packet
loss and delay,
and high
throughput

Handling
dynamic
scenario and
hidden terminal
problem
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5. Future Scope, Open Challenges, and Research Direction
Being one of the promising technologies for ITS, VANETs provide safety, efficient driving, infotainment services, pollution-free driving, and a pleasant environment for drivers.
To provide these services in smart vehicles based on IoT, Internet of Vehicles (IoVs) are
designed. Handling real-time events efficiently and reliably for safety applications is a foremost challenge. Many challenges have already been overcome by using new technologies
such as edge cloud-computing (ECC) for resource virtualization, IoV for smart communication, SDN for network virtualization, and clustering for efficient communication. However,
problems still persist and give a thorough layout for future scopes and research directions
alike such as designing a low latency protocol for real-time safety applications. Providing
a coherent connection among vehicles is essential to maintaining efficient and reliable
communication of vehicles but is a challenge due to the dynamic environment of VANETs.
Nonetheless, providing high bandwidth is necessary for streaming and other non-safety
3D-based, high-dimensional applications such as navigation systems, reading of maps,
games, video streaming, etc. However, bandwidth is mostly impeded due to the dynamic
VANET topology. Hence, designing an efficient MAC for VANETs is necessary for both
safety-critical and non-safety critical applications.
Congestion control in the network is an essential factor for providing collision-free
communication and high network throughput since a long CSMA/CA has been used for
congestion control and, in recent research, many modifications have also proposed efficient
algorithms for congestion control. Improved channel utilization with continuous and
alternate channel access and broadcast safety messages effectively is yet another challenge
and future scope. Hidden and exposed node problems should be dealt with efficiently
to improve throughput, scalability, and network performance. Time-synchronization
among vehicles is also an important issue that needs to be maintained to provide collisionfree transmission in multi-channel scenarios that provide proper time slots to the nodes.
Additionally, it offers optimized performance and load-balancing in terms of channel access.
The minimization of communication overhead opens discussion on the implementation of
centralized and distributed protocols. Centralized protocols suffer from overhead, latency,
scalability, and flexibility, whereas the decentralized approach is not easily maintained and
has a high cost.
6. Conclusions
The objective of this survey was to obtain insight into various MAC protocols designed
for VANETs. This paper presents a brief introduction to VANETs along with its challenges
and applications. The protocols are classified into distributed, centralized, cluster-based,
random-access, and virtual token-based and sub-classified into single-channel and multichannel MAC protocols. The identified primary challenges in the design of MAC protocol
are latency, dynamic topology, mobility of nodes, reliability, and bandwidth utilization.
This paper also briefly elaborates on various DSRC-based and cellular-based networks,
giving a gist of the ITS-G5 standard, LTE, 5G, and C-V2X communication. Furthermore,
Table 3 presents a structured, detailed review of recent MAC protocols along with their
mechanisms, objectives, comparisons, and classifications.
An efficient MAC design is of utmost importance to providing delay-intolerant and
reliable messaging. Data packets are prioritized based on safety and non-safety applications
and disseminated based on priority. With multi-channel protocols, multiple channels can
handle interference caused by channel access, resulting in better channel utilization. A
multi-channel clustering mechanism with dynamic interval-based channel access is an
open challenge for MAC protocols to provide QoS and to improve network performance.
Technologies such as SDN, which separates the data plane from the control plane, have also
emerged to eliminate traffic congestion. Edge-computing vehicles, VANETs based on the
Internet of Things, and cloud-based VANETs are all emerging technologies for reliable and
efficient transportation. Multi-transceivers, multi-channel operations, and multiple inputs
and outputs (MIMO) are some methods for enhancing the network throughput. Future
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work includes experimental analyses of the MAC protocols in VANET in terms of QoS
metrics such as throughput, packet reception ratio, energy consumption, and performance
improvements using an efficient MAC design.
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Acronym
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3GPP

Third Generation Partnership
Project

AB HARQ

Adaptive Byte-Level Hybrid
Automatic Repeat reQuest

ABC MAC

Adaptive Beacon Control MAC

AC

Access Category

ACB MAC

Authentication Cluster-Based
MAC

ACFM

Adaptive Collision-Free MAC

ACK

Acknowledgment

AHT
MAC

Adaptive High-Throughput
MAC

ASAS

Adaptive TDMA Slot
Assignment Strategy

AVeMAC

Adaptive Vehicular MAC

BB MAC

Black Burst MAC

BEB

Binary Exponent Back-Off

BER

Bit Error Rate

BFP

Broadcast Feedback Phase

BSS

Basic Service Set

BT

Broadcast Table

BTMA

Busy Tone Multiple Access

CAC
MAC

Cellular Automata to Form CAR
MAC

CAH
MAC

Cooperative Ad Hoc MAC

CAM

Cooperation Acceptance
Message

CAP

Contention Access Phase

CaSSaM

Context Aware System for Safety
Messages

CB MAC

Cluster-Based MAC

CBCH

Contention-Based Sub-Channel

CBP

Contention-Based Period

CBR

Channel Busy Rate

CCH

Control Channel

CDMA

Code Division Multiple Access

CF MAC

Collision-Free MAC

CFP

Contention-Free Phase

CFP

Contention-Free Period

CFR MAC

Collision-Free Reservation MAC

CH

Cluster Head

CI

Control Interval

CoMACAV

Cooperative MAC for
Autonomous Vehicle

CR

Cooperative Relaying

CRM

Cooperation Request Message

CRMAC

Cooperative Relay-Based MAC

CRP

Channel Request Packet

CSMA/CA

Carrier Sense Multiple
Access/Collision Avoidance
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Acronym
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CT MAC

Cooperative TDMA MAC

CTS

Clear To Send

C-V2X

Cellular-Vehicle-to-Everything

CW

Contention Window

CWSA

Cooperative Wave Service
Advertisement

CWSA

Cooperative Wave Service
Advertisement

D2D

Device-to-Device

DBCC

Distributed Beacon Congestion
Control

DBRA

Distributed Beacon Rate
Adaptive

DCF

Distributed Coordination
Function

DIFS

Dynamic Inter-Frame Spacing

DMMAC

Dedicated Multi-Channel MAC

DNS

Direct Neighbor Set

DSRC

Dedicated Short-Range
Communication

DT

Direct Transmission

DT MAC

Distributed TDMA MAC

DTA

Data Transmission Acceptance

DTB MAC

Dynamic Token-Based MAC

DTR

Data Transmission Request

DTSS

Distributed Time Slot Sharing

DWA

Dynamic-Window Algorithm

EDCA

Enhanced Distributed Channel
Access

eRTS-SA

Request Transmission SplitSlotted ALOHA

ETCM

Enhanced TDMA Cluster-Based
MAC

ETSI

European Telecommunications
Standards Institute

FCC

Federal Communication
Commission

FDMA

Frequency Division Multiple
Access

FI

Frame Information

GPS

Global Positioning System

HBCH

Heart-Beat Channel

HC MAC

Hybrid CSMA MAC

HER MAC

Hybrid Efficient and Reliable
MAC

I MAC

Improvised MAC

IBT

Initial Broadcast Table

INS

Indirect Neighbor Set

IR

Interference Range

ITS

Intelligent Transportation
System

JNCH

Joining Network Channel

KTH

Keen To Help

LIMERIC

Linear Message Rate Control
Algorithm

LMA

Location and Mobile Aware
MAC

LMMC

Learning Automata
Multi-Channel MAC

LTE

Long-Term Evolution

MAC

Media Access Control

MACA

Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance

MACAW

Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance Wireless

MANET

Mobile Ad Hoc Network

MAP

Medium Access for PLNC
(Physical Layer Network
Coding)

mBS

Micro Base Station

MCBC

Multi-Carrier Burst Contention

MC-MAC

Multi-Code Media Access
Control

MEC

Multi-Access Edge Computing

MHR

Multi-Hop Relaying

MoMAC

Mobility-Aware MAC
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Acronym
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NA MAC

Neighbor Association-Based
MAC

NACK

Non-Acknowledgement

NAV

Network Allocation Vector

NEMO

Network Mobility

NC-MAC

Network Coding MAC

OBU

On-Board Unit

OCA
MAC

Optimal Cooperative Ad Hoc
MAC

OCC

Optimal Orthogonal Codes

OCT MAC

Optical CDMA with TDMA
MAC

OEC MAC

OFDMA-Based Efficient
Cooperative MAC

OFDMA

Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing Access

OGC
MAC

OFDM-Based Group Contention
MAC

OppCast

Opportunistic Broadcast

OR

Offer to Relay

ORM

Optimal Relay Message

PCF

Point-Coordination Function

PDMAC

Priority-Based Enhanced TDMA
MAC

ProSe

Proximity Service

PHC

Policy Hill Climbing

PLNC

Physical Layer Network Coding

PPS

Pulse Per Second

PTMAC

Prediction-Based TDMA MAC

QCH
MAC

QoS-Aware Centralized Hybrid

QoS

Quality of Service

RACK

Relay Acknowledgement

RCLM

Request to Cluster Merging

RCR

Relay Clear to Relay

RECV
MAC

Reliable and Efficient
Cooperative MAC

Relia
MAC

Reliable MAC

ReMAC

Reliable MAC

ReTCL

Registration To CLuster

RIFF

Random Index Fit First

RP

Reservation Period

RRR

Relay Ready to Relay

RRTS

Relay Request To Send

RSU

Road-Side Unit

RSUHB

RSU Heart-Beat

RTCF

Request To Cluster Formation

RTS

Request To Send

SAFE
MAC

Speed Aware Fairness-Enabled
MAC

SB-SPS

Sensing Based Semi-Persistent
Scheduling

SCCH

Scheduling Channel

SCH

Service Channel

SCHI

Service Channel Interval

SCMAC

Slotted Contention-Based MAC

SDMA

Spatial Division Multiple Access

SDN

Software Defined Network

SHM

Selector Helper Message

SIC

Successive Interference
Cancellation

SIFS

Short Inter-Frame Space

SINR

Signal to Interference Noise
Ratio

SNR

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SOFT
MAC

Space-Orthogonal Frequency
Time MAC

SOMMAC

Self-Organizing Multi-Channel
MAC

SR MAC

Simple Relay-Enabled MAC

SRBs

Service Resource Blocks

SS MAC

Slot Sharing MAC

ST MAC

spatio-temporal
Coordination-Based MAC

STC

spatio-temporal Coordination

TC MAC

TDMA Cluster-Based MAC
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Acronym

Description

TCG MAC

TDMA with CSMA MAC

TDMA

Time Division Multiple Access

TP

Transmission Period

TR

Transmission Range

TSGS
MAC

Transmission Scheduling Greedy
Search

UAV MAC

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle MAC

V2I

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
Communication

V2V

Vehicle-to-Vehicle
Communication

VANET

Vehicular Ad Hoc Network

VAT MAC

Novel Adaptive TDMA MAC

VCAT

Vehicle Channel Allocation Table

VHB

Vehicle Heart-Beat

VoLTE

Voice-Over Long-Term Evolution

VSIP

Vehicular Specific Packet type

WAVE

Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environment

WPCF

WAVE PCF

WSA

WAVE Service Advertisement

WTI

Willing To Involve

WTS

Want To Send
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